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Stool Specimen 

by Henry Stanton 

 

If the data room is a brain, this in an old tired one infiltrated with plaque.  The patch 

cords intertwine in a rats’ nest of winding wending datapaths through which hurtles 

information that is either obsolete or pertains is gnosis or is pap is useful is not, and it all 

depends on access to storage. The LEDs flash flash flash in the corner of my eyes 

chartreuse when data flows without impediment, amber can be good indicating all 

components can handle the faster speeds, representing also the opposite that the data is in 

fact packet-colliding, and, there on the border router the crimson alarm which conveys to 

us that somewhere heart pounds a primary path has been shutdown.  And John and I are 

also tired and corrupted, jaded yes, working for a thoroughly anemic, cardiac-challenged 

corporation, though we are not specifically, for all our intents and purposes old, not old in 

years, yes old considering the genetic continuum we are comparing now his continuous 

(constant) pedigree the product of a eugenic culture, mine random mine more of a 

mongrel origin.  At fifteen John tramped through ancient Korean hills on rough hewn 

paths in the family’s formal raiment, besmirching their finery, to an isolated shack, where 

a splendidly old man sat alone in the center of a hard-trodden earthen floor.  After the 

family paid the prescribed deference, the elder pulled from the shelves which 

circumscribed the interior an ancient hand-made book sewn at the binding with gut and 

flipped through to the middle pages.  On a page where the ideograms ceased, he pointed 

to the last three characters then at the three boys but did not utter a word.  John inferred 

the rest of the pages to be blank which has contributed to his torment, as the eldest, ever 

since.   I have no book of this kind, any such hierarchy or morphology or mythology, no 

chart of my origins, though I also am tormented by blank pages.  And since we are both 

first born, we are, by inscribed rights, as a matter of primogeniture, able to inherit and 

retell family stories, to embellish, especially about our crazed mothers beaten by life or 

beating up on life, the one alive though fighting it and the other dead now weakened 

having surrender to a perceived agony, an agony of her own desperate and degenerate 

design.  John and I, again by these inscriptions of primogeniture, as the first born and 

therefore uniquely troubled by the birth order, have for all affects and purposes, pulled on 

our own disposable latex gloves size medium powder free and can effectively remember-

back, inured by the synthetic skins to the risk of the anamnesis, prepared to avow the 

requisite atavisms.  This is an intimate exchange of oral traditions which is informed by 

feces.   This is a fecal examination. 

 

John’s mother, accomplished and recalcitrant melo-dramatist, has apparently never 

stopped threatening suicide, has establish this as her existential imprint, even though she 

has only a single shadow of an attempt on her record buried in a murky part of the family 

history, and also did contrive to derail the younger brother’s conjugal intentions by 

waving around a huge and menacing bottle of pharmaceuticals.  There cohabitated in the 

home at the time John’s stoic grandmother.  She was responsible for the seminal 

excursion to the old man’s shack in the woods.  The grandmother, with her characteristic 

acumen, recognized that her daughter-in-law held in her plump little hand only a full 

bottle of placebos and, in point of fact, had spent a lifetime filling her body and the 

family gatherings with her suspect antidotes and so, in English, the matriarch counseled - 
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Go Ahead Take Pills.  My mother committed suicide with alcohol, outraged by her 

displaced entitlement; disillusioned completely, patently angry at her life, the ruin of 

which she blamed on and then personified into her departed husband.  She transformed 

herself into a jilted lover – a lover jilted by life.  John tells me his mother had a little 

fifth-curly-finger taste of dogshit.  My mother wore dogshit boldly arrogantly on her stiff 

upper lip, like a mustache.  So here are the two atavisms: 

 

John’s father is a surgeon and is compelled into a fundamental solipsism or solecism, 

depending on which parental paradigm we accept, and so can walk through a yard that 

serves the base Pekinese requirements in his stiffened though not contrived meditative 

posture, completely unaware of the risk under foot.  The mother routinely follows along 

behind the dog (and when indicated, the father) with a garden trowel selected for its 

deeply curved blade and dedicated by its form entirely to its function.  Sometimes 

though, when she is too tired or depressive (so much crap so little time) to pick poop, the 

father goes unsupervised and walks obliviously through the minefield.  On this day fate, 

in her trickster morph, arranges the footfall in a particularly sinister way, and the father 

tracks one pile into the home on the bottom of his sandals; this particular sample the color 

and consistency of milk chocolate.  John’s daughter is present in the house, allegedly 

with candy.  The mother makes debased assumptions about granddaughters and their 

messiness.  Outraged at the child, the mother kneels down, nose reaching proximity to the 

shag, but apparently the one circuit associating the foul and pungent sweet and sour smell 

of processed table scraps with excrement has shutdown, and, because of the 

disassociation, the curly fifth-fingered scooping taste of dogshit ensued.   

 

My fathered dead now for thirty eight years and, for whatever solipsism or solecism so 

implied, conferred upon my mother, by dying, a desperate cry for help, the deepest 

midbrain lamentable urge to be gathered up in the mother’s arms, contradicted entirely 

(not complimented) by an equally powerful stubborn forebrain need to present to the 

public autonomy, strength and preeminence.  On the filthy white couch in her dilapidated 

town home, listening to the bellows rise and fall, the snores of a scattering of old terriers, 

over there by the door mom one of the dogs took a shit, that’s not shit that’s a piece of 

charcoal, no that’s shit, it isn’t, mom it is shit, it is not, she gets up and plucks it up with 

her knobby index finger and twisted thumb and presses it with a strange vigor under her 

nose.  Her head whips back as if entirely by reaction, a pure improvisation, instinctive old 

brain revulsion, obviously informed at a cellular level that this is a real powerful 

primordial stench.  Still some buried circuit responsible for transferring that pertinent 

information from its limbic place, from the oldbrain to the newbrain, from the midbrain 

to the forebrain, where a higher intelligence might contribute to a reasonable plan had, 

apparently, shut down.  She tosses the piece of charcoal shit out the front door into the 

humid, sweltering night, a sudden, deafening implosion of nocturnal arthropod songs 

assaulting the quiet air-condition living room and with ludicrous unbelievable shocking 

aplomb sits again on the filthy couch, picks up the book, arranges a posture - an 

architecture of triumph, the façade-I-will-not-admit-submit, lets fall a dread curtain, reads 

her mystery novel, hands and upper lip now surely applied with a thin scrim of fecal 

matter, charged with all the virulent contagion and existential challenge this kind of 

smear imposes. 
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John and I share theses mother plus feces oral traditions.  Here in the ratty data center, 

like being inside a skull, the strangely perverse skull of our mothers perhaps entangled 

among their composite neural net, though who knows how far some such metaphor can 

be stretched, since it is one skull and two mothers these old and brittle patch cords like an 

absent dimension can be stretch too often and then, weakened by office chairs rolling 

over them, break one single lead, pop one wire off one pin and the connection, sometimes 

a critical one, gets hopelessly lost.  Though sometimes funny and often cathartic, the loss 

of an accustomed flow of data causes consternation, stimulates in users their exaggerated 

anger at or deference to you, can totally disrupt the plans you have laid down for you life, 

can bring the strongest bull elephant man down by the terrible small sadness of simple 

loss.  I have to leave for a dinner engagement with my wife and her family.  John stays to 

resolve interrupted public mail flow.  Amazing though, how our separate mothers have 

had more than their hands in shit, using the medium the genre so deftly so artfully so 

artistically, like the beautiful dark-winged goddess that articulates the complex designs of 

our dreams; how mothers conjoin but are worlds and cultures apart, never having met or 

shared tea or commiserated about us, though we recognize that they are connected 

genetically to a single mother migrating out of Africa; how these specified mothers 

managed to bring he and I, John and I, together in this decrepit data room and, in the 

deepest most sanguine way, spinning out of control on the DNA helix, as if we rode their 

private amusement park ride, how the two progenitors put us here on the revolving earth 

hurling through space, hurtling toward oblivion, precisely separate and apart, obviously 

separated parts, alone and unrelated, how we are committed now ourselves one to the 

other connected by their blood and their shit and their traditions as the eldest sons as 

eldest brothers. 

 

  

 

 


